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LEGAL NOTICE 

This book was prepared as an account of work 
sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Govern
ment nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or im
plied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility 
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 
any information, apparatus, product, or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein 
to any specific commercial product, process, or 
service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, 
or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or 
imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favor
ing by the United States Government or any agency 
thereof. The views and opinions of authors ex
pressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect 
those of the United States Government or any 
agency thereof. 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory is an equal opportunity employer. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this Note is to record pertinent information con-
cerning the assembly work done at LBL on the High-Voltage Field Cages and 
TPC Final Assembly which are covered on Drawings 19Q2726, 19Q27l6 & 19Q2706 
(refer to 19Q7506, Assembly Structure for a breakdown of all assemblies 
pertalnlng to the fleld cages)o There are 
contain backuD notes and Polaroid ohotos. 
number. They'will be kept by Dale' Nesbitt 
Print Roomo 

HISTORY 

two looseleaf notebooks that 
These are labeled with this E.N. 
or Fred Perry or in the M.E. 

Assembly work was performed at three different times: the first 
time was during November and December 1980. "Dummy" S.Ro end rings were 
used and precise alignments were not made. The assembly was then moved to 
Bldg 6 forhigh~voltage testing--which was successful. 

The second time was from March 5, 1981, to May 25, 1981, when 
precision lineups were made (using dummy sectors). The assembly was then 
shipped to SLAC for 'cosmic ray' tests using two real sectors. The third 
time was during August and September, 1981, when the entire assembly was 
brought back to LBL for modifications of the FFCs. These modifications 
are not covered in this ENGINEERING NOTE as the Physics Group was in chargeo 
No realignment was attempted. All the real sectors were installed for the 
first time (per 19Q2706). The assembly was transDorted to SLAC on Septem
ber 22,1981, and installed inside the conventional magnet the same day. 
Lineup required several days--see 19Q7496. 

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 

This section I'lill attempt to give enough information so that 
persons unfamiliar with the assemblies would be able to do the work without 
too much re-learning. It would be very important to study the reference 
notebooks and contact those with experience--i.e., Fred Perry, Dale Nesbitt, 
Bill Baldock, Jon Wirth, Roy Oki, Vic Hray, ll.l Barone, Daryl Horler, Otto 
Draeger, Garth Smith, Donna Jones, Alan Bross and Ron Madaras. Information 
about alignment is in another section. All the following assumes that the 
outer course Field Cage is resting in its cradle (20C2226 modified) horizon
ta lly. 
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There is some variation in order of assembly possible and in pro
cedures. During the actual construction some items were in and out several 
times. The procedures outlined here are all proven. It is the easiest to 
install the membrane before the FFCs or gas shields are in. However it is 
possible to take the membrane in or out with the FFCs in but at least some 
of the gas shields have to be out, which requires unsoldering and resolder
ing. 

MEf.1BRANE INSTALLATION 

The major thing to remember is that the screen can be destroyed 
very easily and that itls very expensive. Il.t least 3 and preferably 5 dum
my sectors need to be on the north (with a dummy end ring) in order to help 
hold the cylinder round. One person needs to be inside on the north on a 
diving board. Three others (all wearing white gloves) can pick up the mem
brane and, observing the orientation, place it in the south end. The slid
able diving board, or equivalent, is handy to move in behind the membrane. 
Again other than being VERY careful there is no special procedure or fix
tures o Install the special screws per 19Q2716 but do not tighten. If all 
the holes donlt line up don't panic until at least 3 dummy sectors (prefer
ably 5 -- all except bottom) are installed on the south which should bring 
the cylinder into its Inormal I position. 

LRFFCINSTALLATION 

Materials and fixturing needed are diving board(s), a spare FFC 
board or equivalent, the wooden arc (see photos), a laboratory jack, 3/16-
1/4" wood dowells, nylon string and a mylar sheet (.010/0015) 45 11 W x 81 Lo 

Set the FFC assemblies (20C8396 or 8406) on edge on a clean table 
or floor and gently pull the ends around Jntil they are about 1 foot apart .. 
Then the spare FFC board is used to tie the ends togethero See the sketch 
and the reference photos. 

~PARf pc 8RD 

DOw £L 
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No other ties or supports are necessary. 

The mylar sheet is laid in the bottom of the LRCFC; it must be all 
the way to the membrane supports--i.e., on top of the blocks. It's critical 
that it stay in place. The diving board, arc and jack must be ready but out 
of the wayo 

Perform a final cleaning and inspection; have four or five people 
with white gloves ready. Pick up the assembly gently with a minimum of four 
people approximately 90° apart and carry vertically to the CFC. Rotate it to 
a horizontal position carefully with the tallest holding the top up and slide 
on top of the mylar carefully into position. Note: end with slots faces the 
end. . 

Let the assembly sit on the mylar, move the diving board in and 
set the arc and jack on the diving board close to the centero Raise the 
asse~bly up using the jack; adjust as required to match the mounting and dovlel 
holes and insert the screws along the top (per 19Q2726). Next the extra board 
is removed (carefully) and the balance of the screws and dowels installed. , 

The connectors along one edge of the resistor panels (20C3496, 
3506) should all be connected while holding the board (requires two peoole) 
more or less vertical (look at photos). Then it can be carefully lowered into 
position and the connectors on the other side connected. All this needs to be 
done carefully as the pins can be bent easily and if bent too far or often 
WILL BREAK. It1s imperative that all the pins are started into the connector 
before it's pushed ono Taking the connectors off is the most likely time for 
pins to be bento The entire connector needs to come straight up--not one 
end first., This is tricky to achieve. A flat (or better yet one with a 
bend such as ___ ~) .040/0050 thick piece of G-10 or other strong plastic 
(DON'T USE METAL unless covered with tape) the width of the connector can be 
used as a pryo All this i.s easier to demonstrate than to explain--so find 
someone who is familiar with the process. 

SRFC INSTALLATION 

~1aterials, fixturing needed are: discs with holes for nominal 4" 
pipe that fit into the end rings (nojTints), 4" nominal steel pipe -- 20' long, 
jack stands with rollers (same as used for insertion of the TPC), .003/.004 
mylar and tape. Pre-conditions: SRFC assembly complete including all clean
ing and electrical checks. In the orocedure described below both FFCs are 
left on; the first time it was done the south end FFC was left off and put 
on inside--which is much harder! 

All of the screws must be removed from the south end FFC; tape 
must be used to hold the boards in olace. Teflon taoe leaves the .least junk 
but mylar (yellow) tape holds better. Use enou~h to be safe; re-clean in
side. TaDe a 0003 mylar (or teflon) sheet or sheets around the FFC on the 
south. Take care that it lies flat around the corners. 
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Mount one jack on the south, close to the end, and one on the north, 
just far enough away so that the SRFC can be in"fronL Insert the discs into 
the end rings~slide the 20t-L,4It_D ~ipe througb~ Lift the SRFC using a sling 
around the pipe at each end of the SRFC (spreader bar not required if slings 
are long enough) and jockey the pipe carefully through the center hex ring in 
the membrane until the pipe rests on the two jacks. Minimum of three persons 
required--have to counterbalance the load. Always follow super-safe practices 
--such as straoping the pipe down to the jacks and/or leavihg the crane attached 
with a little slack, etc. 

Then the SRFC can be nushed along the pipe by hand. When it qets 
close to the hex opening in the membrane the adjustments needed to the jacks 
will become apparent (need one person at each jack a~d one on a diving board in 
the south to observe). There is less than .050 qross clearance so it is neces
sary to go very slowly and in some cases push the membrane a 1 ittl e. After ,it 
is in, of course, the plastic co~es off, the screws go back in, and the taoe 
stickum has to be removed. 

The membrane screws are torqued down after the SRFC is in place and 
three alternate dummy (or real) sectors are in on the south. Use the special 
spanner wrench 20C2552 and extensions and torques s~ecified en 20C0764.' 

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS 

There is nothing 9articularly tricky about other items but a few 
points which might not be clear on the drawings will be covered. The shield 
assemb 1 i es (20C7 494) were ,very much a hand fit and dri 11 or>era ti on. Jon \4i rth 
did most of it. The important thing is that it needs to be flush with the 
boards. The radial gas ducts went on without trouble except that the cooling 
tubes on the real sectors extended out further than they should have and they 
have to be bent back to get the gas ducts past. This increases the change of 
breaking a joint and causing a leak--BE CAREFUL! 

Sealing the gaps between sectors and between the sectors and the 
outer ring was not planned for ahead of tir.1e. In the end we used 1/8" O.D.(tubing) I 
PVC betl'.Jeen sectors (unslit) and 1/4" or 5/16" 0.0. Neoprene tubing slit t 

around the oas sealing plates on the outer ring (20C4573, 4582, 4593, shown 
on 20C4116). 

Mention has been made a number of times to a Idiving board.' A 
fancy one was designed and built (20C3l44) and used. It even had a motor to 
drive it in and out. This failed very soon and was reolaced with a cord and 
pulley with a screw lock. Then a second diving board was made from a table 
with a second table top bolted to it so it could pivot. The last time (since 
the original one had been canabilized at SLAC) we simply ~sed a table with 
planks (covered with paper) held on with C-clamps. In some ways this worked 
better th~n the fancy. one. 

This E. N. deliberately does not cover any of the electric assem
bly or testing. Hopefully the drawings are adequate for the electrical as
sembly and the phYSicists (Ron Madaras and Allan Bross) specified or per
formed the testing . 

... 'f ..,.."..,,..,. 1'\ _ ( ... _ ~ 0 I.., 1 , 
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ALIGNf1ENT 

Without a doubt alignment was the single most difficult task. The 
original desire was that all IVoltage Ringsl be coplaner within ±.004 of true 
position o After it became obvious that this was impractical if not impossible, 
it was agreed to try for ±.OlO. In the end it is very doubtful that even this 
was achievedo 

Methods used: During the first stage both axial and radial measure
ments were made usinq a dial indicator mounted on an arm which oivoted around 
a pipe supported in the center of the dummy end rings. There a~e pictures 
and notes showing this but few formal drawings. Basically it worked but was 
both tedious and of dubious absolute accuracy. The center membrane su~ports 
were the only item lined up axially this way. All the heights of the support 
blocks, etc, were set this way (tolerances not as critical radially). 

Before the start of the second nhase where the precision axial 
alignments were made it was decided to use' Optical, method~ as described ' 
below. Jack Borde orovided the metrology exoertise, all the o~tical equipment 
and setup and read the instruments most of the time. Bill Baldock and Jon 
Wirth as~isted. Fiducial Alignment Rings (bore targets)(PN 19Q4026) were de
signed and built. These fit inside the small radius (S~R.) end ring and the 
cross hairs "by definition" define the theoretical centerline (same as beam
line in PEP 4) for the TPC. Figure 1 shows the basic configuration and the 
following refers to it. 

The OoticalLeVel, (D.L.)was leveled as precisely as possible. Then the 
TPC (with 3 alternate dummy sectors installed at one end and the opposite 
alternate ones on the other) was leveled so that the cross hairs in the bore 
targets were in line with the Optical Level. Then the two side transits were 
set up perpendicular to O.L. #1 by use of precision mirrors on a precision 
angle (see drawing and ref~renced photos). The mirror facing TR #2 was 
squared up with respect to the O.L. by autocollimating, then the side transits 
were squared up to the side mirrors~ The side J. T.s were of course leveled 
carefully so that when rotated in a vertical plane they would swing a plane 
perpendicular to the defined centerline. All axial measurements were then 
taken by holding tooling scales perpendicular from the point being measured. 
The distance to the plane swept by the transit w~~ then ~~sily fead. 

Results: Many measurements were taken and the easiest way to sum
marize them is that they were erratic and poor. All the original notes and 
charts are in the referenced looseleaf notebooks. In an attempt to determine 
whether the variation was due to reading variabilities or physical shifting 
of the cylinder, a series of 8 readin9s was taken of the l.Ro end ring. The 
results are summarized in Chart I. Due to lack of time and the uncontrolled 
temperatures it was not possible to conclusively prove anything except that 
the band of uncertainty in the readinqs is closer to ±.008 than the ±.004 
expected. Further thi~ was on the en~ ring where the distance to the optical 
plane was only 4 to 6 inches. The variability is probably worse for the 
readinas taken from the membrane and membrane suoportso The data does suq-
0est h~wever that a great deal df the variance w~s due to the difficulty of 
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accurately repeating a reading with the tooling scales held axially. Read
ings of the axial positions of the end rings (large and small) were taken at 
SLAC while it was in the test tank. This required a total length of about 
40 inches for the toolinq scale. This was the only time measurements were 
made after shims were added to the large radius end ring. The results were 
discouragihg. The total difference on the south end L.R. was .016 where 
before shimmina at LBL it was .029. The north end at SLAC showed .024 dif
ference andonfy .027 at LBL (before shimming!). One reading on the north 
was .008 farther out than any other and could have been misread or copied; 
discounting this the difference was .016. 

[continued on ~age 7J 
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CHART : COM PAR ISO N S 
REA DIN G SON 

BET WEE N 
THE L.R. 

SET S 0 F 
END R I N G S 

SERIES 

DATE TIME 

TEMP 

-1 I -2 
5-4-81 5-4-81 
11:00 to!15:00 to 

12:00 15:30 
19.4 to 21.6°C 

20°C 

-2 -3 

5-4-81 
15:30 to 

16:00 
21.2°C 

-3 -4 
5-4-81 
16:00 to 

16:30 
21.4°C 

-4 -5 

-5 

-6 

-7 

5-5-81 
09:50 to 

10:30 
22,5°C 

to 
23.1°C 

-6 
5-5-81 

I
II :00 to 

12:00 
22.9°C 

-8 
5-6-81 
08:40 to 

I 10:20 
22.3° to 

DESCRIPTION OF 
DIFFERENCES 

BETWEEN SE RIE S 

Each corner of the Field 
Cage was lifted by the crane 
% 1/2" and lowered. 
Optics realigned. 

Only change was to turn bot
tom adjusting screw in % 1 
turn from north" 

Wedges were used at the hor
izontal ~ on the south to 
work against the bottom adj. 
screw on the north. 
No change in optics. 

110 physical change from -4 
but due to temp. change over
night axial lineup was off by 
<.001 Realigned all optics. 

All constraints removed 
(wedqes and axial adjustment 
screw). No change to 
optics. 

Both axial adjusting screws 
torqued to 30 in-lbs, then 
backed off 

NO CHANGE EXCEPT TI~lE .1\ND 
TD~P • 

VARIATIONS BETWEEN IDENTICAL . 
PTS & TOTAL DEVIATION 

NORTH 

-:,.008 
to 

- .013 
11.005 

+.008 
to 

+.016 

11.008 

+.013 
to 

+.016 

11.005 

+.003 
to 

+.006 

11.003 

+.004 
to 

+.010 

11.006 

-.001 to 
+.004 
11 005 

,000 
-.007 
11,007 

SOUTH 

o 
to 

+.013 

11.013 

-,006 
to 

-.013 

11.007 

-.007 
to 

-.017 

11.010 

-.007 
to 

-.020 

11.013 

-.002 
to 

-.010 

11.008 

+,002 
+,006 
I1"OOLl 

-,003 
-0009 
11.006 

LENGTHS 

o 
to 

-.011 
11,011 

-.005 
to 

+.004 

11.009 

-.001 
to 

+.006 

11.007 

-.002 
to 

-.016 

11.014 

-.003 
to 

+.002 

11.005 

+.001 to 
+.008 
11.007 

-0005 
-.014 
11,,009 

1 23 °C 
_____ l __________________________ ~ __________ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~ 
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Measurements were made on three different dates of the axial oosi
tion of the membrane flanqes and for supports. The data is plotted on charts 
in the referenced N.Bso The supports in the resistor area had obviously been 
positioned incorrectly. This area was shimmed to brina it closer. The qross 
variation before shimming per data of 5-21-81 was .035; discounting the area 
shimmed it was .0260 

Measurements were made to locate the LRFF.Cboards and on the s~all 
radius end rings and membrane mounting tabs. See the referenced N.B. for de
tails. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The following attempts to summarize all the data since most of it 
isn1t repeated in this E.N. The guess\'iork comes in trying to judge how much 
to add or subtract from the actual figures for the unknown accuracies. In 
any case right or wrong the following is my best guess (hopefully most are 
in fact better). 

Area 

Large radius End Rings 
. Small Radius End Rings 

LRFFC Traces •..• 

SRFFC Traces .... .... .00.0 •... 
Membrane Flanges . .... 000'. 0'" 
Axial Difference bet. Large & Small Radius •• 

Deviation'from True Position 

±.010 
±.005 
±.OlO due to board position 
and±.003 for trace to trace 
variation* 
±.006 tota 1 
±.020 
±.005 

This is obviously a long way from the original desired ±.004 and even 
from the relaxed ±.OlO. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The method used to make a measurement should ideally be 10 times 
more accurate than the accuracy- one is trying to achieve. Obviously the 
method \'ie used isn1t. The optical mikes can be read to .0005, but there are 
of course possible errors in leveling, alignment and reading. These all to
gether are probably less than ±.001. The accuracy of holding and reading a 
tooling scale horizontally is questionable. Even a small piece of dirt or 
burr can cause a .005 erroro Then it needs to be perpendicular in two 
planes: one can be monitored by a level (but this is often hard); the other 

*a~plies to traces before tape was added 
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can only be checked by slowly moving the scale toward and a~ay from the optical 
mike until the operator can see it'.s at the minimum. The only way to judge the 
magnitude of this variation (that I know of) is to take enough repeat readings 
with a given setup to be statistically valid. We didn't have the time to do 
this systematically. Proper fixtures could help in a situation like the field 
cages--especially for measurements a long way from the plane formed by the O.M. 
A sketch of such a fixture is shown below: 

ROD (IiLtll1) EXtENS/ON 
LEN GIll If.f<. TOOL//VG SC /lL £. 

~w~f//~//)7/V1 s 
s 

SCALE t.11V£O vp 

illJ3L£ p"t;RI1LLEL 
OIY /"L/lr 

wi /(0 1J 

Vf}CI PR£5~ t EPox I£'..£) 

50Uf<.cE-/VllL .. Vl;s . 

I/o/cler s.A.el-c/;ec/:::::::; si3e .felT po~si6/e w)o dtfail-

jn ff) w tJ v / c/ h e b e I-t- e r .5 m Cl/I e r . R 0 ~ h11? h r be A 

3/8 0 r /-f 1011 1 0.. I:. (/ b e wi ~o /1"cI pie c e'.J e a c) ~)1?(. 

With refinements it is conceivable to reduce the reading variation to 
the order of !.005 o 

What are the alternatives? A straight mechanical system could be de
signed and built, but it would be very ex~ensive. One could easily soend $25,000. 
and not do much better than the optical method. A quick look at laser ~easuring 
techniques did not uncover anything promising. 

In summary, the method(s) to be used to tilake measurements need to be 
an integral part of the original conceptual design when it is decided if a given 
level of accuracy can be achieved and at what cost. The TPe design concept did 
not meet the above criteria. 
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TRANSPORTA nON 

The transport of the Field Cages or the complete TPC is not covered 
anywhere else. After considerable soul searching it was decided that trans
porting the Field Cages/TPC (sitting on the cradle - 20C2226) on an Air Ride 
trailer without any additional packaging would hopefwly beadequateo This was 
based upon judgment as there was no practical way to determine how much shock 
or vibration the unit could safely withstand. Solid technical information was 
also not readily available about the actual vibration/shock likely with stand
ard vs air ride suspension. Ed Fong had performed some tests for the Mark II 
project which was helpfulo Fortunately LBL had purchased an air ride trailer 
specifically to transport the PEP-4 hexagonal calorimeters. Bob Habe, of 
Transportation, coordinated the three moves (Field Cages with Dummy Sectors 
to SLAC and back and the complete TPC to SLAC). He calculated the amount of 
added weights to place on the trailer (and where) to arrive at an optimum 
total weight. The drivers were instructed to tak~iteasy, which they did. 
The 50-mile trip took almost 2 hours. There has been no indication of damage 
to any electrical components. It also appears that there was no major shift
ing of the cylinder although as discussed earlier the measurements were incon
clusive. 

In summary, transporting the Field Cages/TPC in the cradle on an 
Air Ride truck is certainly the most expedient and prudent (i.e., if an Air 
Ride trailer were not available, then additional packaging to protect against 
shock/vibration should be used). 

It is imperative to reme~ber that since there are radiation sources 
in the unit, proper clearance must be obtained from Health Physics o 

I NSTALL.An ON 

The installation of the TPC inside of the conventional magnet on 
9-22-81 went very smoothly. This was largely due to the excellent ore-planning 
and practice directed by L. E. Brown. ENGINEERI~G NOTE M5785, Code P40400, 
outlines the steps. A series of photos was taken by S. Adams, copies of which 
are in the Engineering File, identification Noso BBC8l9/9628 through 9666. 
There is little or no documentation on the fixturing used--i.eo, pipe, j~fk __ _ 
stands, rollers, slings, etc. All of this equipment is to be stored along 
with the TPC cradle at the 901 Warehouse. 

ON/am Info 
DIST: J. Borde Refr .. Bay/ !~a rehouse Storage Tag Nos. 

L- E. Brol'm Tag No. RO\l/ ITE:~ 

A. Bross 27072 081 Dummy Sectors & Grates 
R. i~adaras 27073 AAl S.R.F.C. Ctadl e .. 
K. r1irk 27035 AAl TPC Pressure Test Tank 
D. Nesbi tt 27052 504 Glass Art Work/Dummy End Rings (S.R. 
Fa Perry 27032 585 G-10 Boards,.032 to 2.0" Misc 
O. Draeger 27121 595 G-10 Brds,.015 to .062,a 11 3 I x4 I , 180 
N. Hazelton (2) 

RL - 3220 - 2 a( R ... 8/7 1) 

total 



This report was done with support from the 
Department of Energy. Any conclusions or opinions 
expressed in this report represent solely those of the 
author(s) and not necessarily those of The Regents of 
the University of California, the Lawrence Berkeley 
Laboratory or the Department of Energy. 

Reference to a company or product name does 
not imply approval or recommendation of the 
product by the University of California or the U.S. 
Department of Energy to the exclusion of others that 
may be suitable. 
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